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Towards SORA-Compliant BVLOS Communication

Frederik Mazur Andersen1, Kristian Husum Terkildsen1, Ulrik Pagh Schultz1, and Kjeld Jensen1

Abstract— With the advances in drone technology, the de-
mand for long-distance drone flights Beyond Visual Line of
Sight (BVLOS), is increasing. A prerequisite to BVLOS flights
is reliable communication between Unmanned Aerial Vehicle
(UAV) and Ground Control Station (GCS). Moreover, BVLOS
operations can require multiple pilots during the flight, for
example at takeoff and landing, who can take manual control
if necessary. This necessitates a means to handover control
between multiple pilots during the flight. This paper will
explore options for line-of-sight radio links, for reducing the
required bandwidth by optimizing the communication between
the UAV and GCS, and for supporting multiple pilots. A
MAVLink library to optimize the communication between the
UAV and GCS has been designed and implemented. The library
successfully reduced the communication from 11440 bytes/s to
951 bytes/s. A component for pilot handover has similarly been
designed and successfully tested in real-world conditions. The
LOS radios selected have been used successfully together with
the MAVLink library in real-world SORA-approved BVLOS
operations at a maximum radio LOS distance of 1375 m.

I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, scientific and industrial development has
seen an increasing focus on autonomous Beyond Visual Line
of Sight (BVLOS) operations. These capabilities will enable
the use of Unmanned Aerial Systems (UASs) for tasks in
areas such as logistics and long distance inspections. With
the current European Union (EU) legislation a Specific Op-
erations Risk Assessment (SORA) approved by the Civilian
Aviation Authority (CAA) is required for autonomous flights
in open airspace. The SORA requirements provide a number
of technological challenges, including reliable communica-
tion between Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) and Ground
Control Station (GCS). Widespread use of UASs for BVLOS
in EU is unlikely until this requirement is fulfilled.

Concept of Operation

We are working on BVLOS applications in the context
of the Danish project HealthDrone [1]. A key goal here is
to achieve SORA-based approval for BVLOS flights with
medical supplies or samples between hospitals. The distances
vary from a few kilometers up to 50 km. The short distances
are flown using a multicopter and the long distances using an
electric Vertical Take-Off and Landing (eVTOL). The flight
routes have takeoff and landing in urban areas. Pilots at
takeoff and landing are used to mitigate the risk by providing
Visual Line Of Sight (VLOS) conditions.

The initial tests and developments have used a multicopter
weighing approximately 3 kg with flight distance of approx-
imately 5 km, cruise-speed of 10 m/s and cruise altitude

1SDU UAS Center, University of Southern Denmark, Odense, Denmark.
Corresponding e-mail: fm@mmmi.sdu.dk

of 100 m above ground. The Flight Controller (FC) used
is the Pixhawk 2.1 with the PX4 firmware [2]. The current
flights are conducted at the UAS Denmark Test Center [3],
under a SORA approved by the Danish CAA. The SORA
allows for BVLOS operation of newly developed software
and hardware after only 2.5 flight-hours of VLOS operation.
It requires specialized operation crew and the use of an
Independent Fail-safe System (IFS) to mitigate the increased
risk of scarcely tested components. The SORA and operation
requirements are further described by Terkildsen et al. [4].

Requirements

The HealthDrone project has identified a number of
perquisites for SORA approval for BVLOS flights, one of
which is reliable communication for Command and Control
(C2) of the drone. In the specific case of HealthDrone, this
challenge can be split into two requirements:
R1: Reliable C2 in the operational volume.
R2: Ability for a VLOS pilot to take manual control during

takeoff and landing.
A drone in BVLOS conditions rely on the C2 link to the
remote-pilot for all operations which create requirement
R1. Line Of Sight (LOS) radios have been chosen for
communication instead of 2G/3G/4G due to past experiences
with unreliable coverage and the SORA requirement of
documenting full coverage in the operational volume. With
LOS radios the coverage can be modelled and shown with
radio link budget.

Requirement R2 stems from a desire to keep the SORA
Specific Assurance and Integrity Level (SAIL) low, which
yields more lenient SORA requirements. By having a pilot
on standby and ready to take manual control of the flight at
both the takeoff and landing site the urban elements of the
flights can be considered VLOS. However, this introduces
the challenge of having multiple pilots and transmitters
controlling the same UAV.

Scope Of This Work

In this work, our results and findings with regards to C2
links for SORA-compliant BVLOS operations in Health-
Drone, are described. A Micro Air Vehicle Link (MAVLink)
library is designed and implemented to optimize and reduce
the bandwidth needed during a BVLOS flight. To allow
multiple pilots to handover Remote Control (RC) of the
same drone a component supporting multiple receivers is
designed and implemented. The component should utilize
existing transmitters and receivers for less complexity and
wider compatibility. The developed MAVLink library and
the component for multiple receivers are open source.

© 2021 IEEE. Personal use of this material is permitted. Permission from IEEE must be obtained for all other uses, in any current or future media, including 
reprinting/republishing this material for advertising or promotional purposes, creating new collective works, for resale or redistribution to servers or lists, or 
reuse of any copyrighted component of this work in other works.
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The paper is structured as follows. Section II presents
state of the art. In Section III an analysis of SORA C2
requirements is carried out and a number of radios are
selected and tested. In section IV a MAVLink protocol,
optimized for long-range operation, is introduced. Section
V introduces the developed hardware and software solution
for multiple pilots control of a single UAV. In section VI
the experimental results are evaluated and discussed. Finally
section VII contains the conclusion and future work.

II. STATE OF THE ART

Drone operations within the EU are divided in three
categories: Open, Specific and Certified. Most BVLOS op-
eration with a small UAV will fall into the Specific category.
Operating in the Specific category requires a risk assessment
of the operation, following the SORA framework [5]. Origi-
nally developed by the Joint Authorities for Rulemaking on
Unmanned Systems (JARUS), it has now been implemented
by the European Union Aviation Safety Agency (EASA) [6].

To allow flights under BVLOS conditions reliable commu-
nication is required. 5G is a promising technology that could
provide reliable communication when fully implemented [7],
[8]. The current cellular networks like 2G/3G/4G can be
used for communication, however interference detection and
mitigation should be improved and the reliability of the
cellular network in an local area can be degraded when many
UAS operate simultaneous. The saturation for the cellular
network can be mitigated by limiting the bandwidth for each
UAS [9]. Using multiple different cellular networks on the
same UAS can improve the reliability, but is still subject
to saturation issues with multiple UASs in the same local
area [10]. For long range communication with LOS radio
links, directional antennas or repeater stations can be used
to increase the communication range [11].

This paper uses LOS radios with omni-directional anten-
nas without repeater stations for long-range communication.
Longer distances are made possible by reducing the required
bandwidth for the UAS communication by designing and
implementing a MAVLink library called MavLora. In parallel
with the development of MavLora the PX4 organisation
has released a MAVLink library called MAVSDK which
supports both MAVLink protocol 1, 2 and has support for
setting telemetry update rates [12]. MavLora supports setting
telemetry update rates but only supports MAVLink protocol
1. Compared to MAVSDK, MavLora includes support for
higher latency mission uploads, message filtering and custom
messages which reduces the required bandwidth of the
communication link.

To the best of our knowledge, no publications describe
the use of multiple pilots for BVLOS operations as a
way to reduce risk. Therefore no pre-existing solutions to
the problem have been found. RC receivers exist which
support more than one transmitter, such as systems used
for training which enables taking control from the student
on demand [13]. These receivers could allow more pilots
to control the same drone during different stages of a
flight, however they are often limited to two transmitters.

Furthermore, they are not designed to handle the expected
loss of RC signal during a BVLOS flight as they require
the master transmitter to flip a switch to give control to the
slave transmitter. The implemented solution in this paper
called MultiRX is designed for BVLOS and continues to
send neutral controls when a signal loss occurs. It is a
simple technology used to multiplex receivers instead of
the increased complexity of building custom transmitters or
receivers. MultiRX also monitors and reports what receiver
is active and enables interfacing with IFS for simple actions
by changing RC channel values.

III. ANALYSIS

This section introduces the SORA requirements for BV-
LOS communication in the HealthDrone project and the
challenges it brings. Telemetry radios are investigated and
three radios are selected for testing in a controlled environ-
ment. The bandwidth needed for periodic messages using
the MAVLink protocol and a way to optimize it for the
HealthDrone project is investigated. Finally, The challenge of
having multiple pilots with multiple transmitters controlling
the same UAV is described.

A. SORA Requirements for Radio Communication

The SORA has a number of requirements for C2 links.
The following list of requirements are composed from the
SORA’s OSO#6, Appendix A Section 2.6 and the Tactical
Mitigation Performance Requirements (TMPR) qualitative
criterion table [5].

A. Radio Frequency (RF) based systems must follow the
regulations for use of the RF spectrum.

B. Continuously monitoring of the links performance to
meet operational requirements.

C. Protection against RF interference.
D. Link security.
E. Latency of the overall control system should be less than

5 seconds for a low TMPR level and under 3 seconds
for a medium TMPR level.

F. Preventing or mitigating the loss of datalink due to
interference, attenuation or loss of functionality.

Based on the experience in HealthDrone, some form
of IFS capable of terminating the flight and deploying a
parachute is required in order to lower the air- and ground
risk [4], [14]. This IFS is communicating with the GCS on
a separate communication link. An IFS fulfills requirement
F as it partly mitigates the risk from loss of datalink.

The EU harmonized regulations on the use of the 433 MHz
RF spectrum allows 10 mW output power and 10 % duty-
cycle [15] which limits the obtainable range. Denmark has
a set of additionally unlicensed frequencies in the 433 MHz
spectrum that allows for up to 500 mW output power and
100 % duty-cycle [16], [17]. Radios that can be configured
to use specific frequencies is weighted higher as they can
be used in frequencies with less strict requirements, such
as the additional Danish frequencies or specifically rented
frequencies.
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Requirements B, C and D imply that the final radio used
for flights also must have performance indicators, use spread
spectrum technology against interference and have the option
for encryption. The radio should be configurable to use
the specific danish frequencies in order to follow the RF
spectrum regulation and requirement A.

B. Selection and Testing of Radio Modules

Seven different radios on the market have been investi-
gated, from which three were selected for further testing.
Table I shows the radios with a subset of parameters. In this
work the 433 Mhz frequency band was chosen for telemetry
to avoid interference with the IFS at 868 MHz. The three
radios chosen for further testing are:

• DMD DL1 operates at 433 Mhz and DMD implemented
firmware for these authors that could be configured to
use the additional specific Danish frequencies [18]. It is
lightweight and advertises a good sensitivity and LOS
range.

• Adafruit Feather Long Range (LoRa) uses the LoRa
modulation [19] and is known from prior experience to
be able to receive data even below the receiver noise-
floor. It has a low weight and high receiver sensitivity
and also operates in the 433 MHz band.

• mRo SiK runs on open source firmware and to our
knowledge have been a widely used radio. This is
one of the initial radios that was referenced by the
PX4 documentation for telemetry. The current telemetry
radios referenced by PX4 use the same open source base
firmware as these radios [20].

Testing Radio Modules The three radios, mRo, Adafruit
LoRa and DMD were tested in collaboration with FORCE
Technology1 in order to determine the maximum attenua-
tion without major package loss. Outside interference was
eliminated by using a radio-shielded room. The experiment
was conducted such that one radio module was in a shielded
box in the shielded room. The box was equipped with an
antenna which radiated the signal to the receiving antenna.
The antennas used was the Procom FSP 70 1/4/l whip
antenna [29]. The receiving antenna transmitted the signal
through wires to outside the shielded room and into a step
attenuator, then into the receiving radio module. The radio
module inside the box was connected to an Arduino which
transmitted a MAVLink message of known size at a rate of
2 hz. The computer connected to the receiving radio module
logged how many messages it received. The attenuation
was then slowly increased from 0 dB until the radios lost
connection. The experiment focused on high attenuation up
to the point where the connection was lost, thus the results
does not show every attenuation increase from 0 dB. These
radio experiments and the results are documented in detail
in the first author’s Master’s Thesis [30]. The results from
the three radio experiments are shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1a shows the results from the mRo radios config-
ured with 100 mW output, 100 % duty-cycle and 64 kbps

1Notified body for EU directive 2014/53/EU Radio Equipment [28]

bitrate. It shows that the period and amount of lost messages
is stable until the attenuation increases to 84 dB. In an ideal
world with only Free Space Path Loss (FSPL)2 it would yield
a range of 873 m.

Figure 1b shows the results from the Adafruit LoRa radios
configured with 100 mW output, Spreading Factor (SF) 7,
Coding Rate 4/5 and a bandwidth of 125 kHz. The lost
messages and the period between received messages are
nominal until 120 dB attenuation. Which in FSPL would
yield an estimated range of 55.1 km.

Figure 1c shows the results from the DMD radios without
using Frequency-Hopping Spread Spectrum (FHSS). The
radios were configured with 500 mW output, 100 % duty-
cycle and 50 kHz bandwidth. They were not configured to
use the additional specific Danish frequencies, as mentioned
in section III-A, as that setting was not available at the time.
The results show that the radios works nominal until 71 dB
attenuation which equals a range of 191 m in an ideal world
with only FSPL. This is noticeably less compared to the mRo
radios while having five times the power output. The tests in
section VI-C show they have longer range in the real-world
than the 191 m shown here.

The LoRa radios show the longest range based on attenua-
tion. Based on the official LoRa calculation tool and the radio
configuration the approximately bitrate is 683.6 bytes/s [32].
That allows for approximately 22 messages of 30-bytes each
per second. This is a low bitrate and would require reduction
or optimization of the default MAVLink communication. The
LoRa radios come without a radio protocol implemented
for 2-way communication so it would require more work
to use them in an actual application. The mRo and DMD
radios are both ready for use in real-world applications
and have a bitrate of 64 kbps and 100 kbps respectably.
The mRo radio was found to be very noisy on the RF
sideband and their fixed centre frequencies were observed to
be drifting over time. They were therefore deemed unreliable
for SORA-approved BVLOS. The mRo radios also use a
spread spectrum frequency protocol however in order to
use specific defined frequencies a firmware modification is
necessary, which invalidates the CE approval. Conversely, the
DMD radios were observed to be stable and with less noise
on the sidebands. The DMD radios could be used as fixed-
frequency until a later firmware update allowed additional
configurations of specific frequencies for FHSS.

C. Mavlink Protocol

The standard MAVLink protocol is efficient and has low
overhead, but the messages are not designed for low band-
width. To be useful for different applications most messages
carry large amounts of information to cover multiple use-
cases. This increases the bandwidth used as obtaining 6 bytes
of required information might require multiple messages
which each include large amounts of unnecessary informa-
tion. One example is the need to receive the GPS RAW INT

2Calculated with formula derived from Friis transmission formula when
both radios are assumed isotropic and has no directivity [31]
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(a) mRo Radios

(b) Adafruit LoRa Radios

(c) DMD Radios

Fig. 1: Radio experiments in collaboration with FORCE Technology. 1a, 1b, 1c show the message period and amount of
lost messages from the three different radios under different attenuation. The messages are sent with a period of 0.5 s. Each
attenuation is assigned a color with attenuation in dB on the bottom x-axis and the resulting FSPL on the top x-axis.
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Radio DMD DL1 [21] SkyHopper [22] Zoon [23] RFD 868+ [24] Adafruit Feather LoRa [25] Commtact M2DLS [26] mRo SiK [27]
Frequency[MHz] 433/868 2400 2400 868 433/868 500-1000 433
Modulation FHSS OFDM LoRa FHSS LoRa GMSK FHSS
Weight[g] 30 105 12 14.5 5.5 60 20
Max TX
power [mW] 1000 not disclosed 100 1000 100 1000 100

Receiver
sensitivity [dBm] -113 @ 100 kbps -101 @ 1.6 Mbps -107 @ 125 kbps -121 @ 4 kbps -124 @ 5.4 kbps Not disclosed -104 @ 100 kbps

Advertised
LOS range [km] 30 - 100 5+ 6 40 20 60 0.3 - 1

Req. A (RF Spektrum) Can be configured Yes Yes Yes Can be configured Not disclosed No
Req. B (Link Monitoring) Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Req. C (Interference) Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Req. D (Security) Yes Yes No Yes No built-in encryption Yes Yes

TABLE I: Comparison table over the investigated radio modules for use with MAVLink telemetry in BVLOS conditions.
The compliance of the relevant requirements from Section III-A is included. The RFD 868+ radio describes the sensitivity
as -121 dBm at low data-rates, and it is assumed this means the lowest data-rate available.

message to obtain the 3D fix-type and ground-speed, how-
ever it also carry information about the position and per-
formance of the GPS. The GPS position information is
already received in the GLOBAL POSITION INT message
that have position, altitude and heading, but lack 3D fix-type
or ground-speed. This means that to get the 3 bytes of 3D-fix
and ground-speed information a message of 30 bytes has to
be transmitted.

This is suboptimal as LOS radio links use low bandwidth
in order to achieve long range. The messages used in the
HealthDrone UAS shows that if custom messages were
implemented with only the required periodic data it would
require less than 100 bytes/s. This is a substantially reduction
of the default output rate as shown in the experiments
conducted in section VI-A.

The timeout for messages sent over radio is also a problem
for the default mission upload protocol [33] as it requires
every mission item to be received within 200 ms. Otherwise,
a new request is sent for said mission item. The new
requests cause duplicated upload transmissions in parallel
which saturates the radio link. The tested LOS radio links
can not satisfy the 200 ms latency at longer distances and the
strict latency cannot be changed on the FC without altering
the firmware. This issue is reported and documented to the
FC developers by Andersen [34].

Prior experience with real-world test of communication
on UAVs has shown that a UAV can have a high local RF
noise-floor which limits the range at which the UAV can
receive messages from the GCS. This results in situations
where the GCS receives all messages from the UAV, but
the UAV receives none of the messages from the GCS. To
allow the GCS to monitor the radio quality from the UAV’s
perspective a custom MAVLink message was implemented
which transmits the UAV’s radio quality to the GCS. In
an attempt to lower the RF noise, copper tape was used
on multiple power wires and around the Mission Computer
(MC, also known as companion computer) on the UAV as
shielding. It reduced the noise by a small amount. Ferrite
magnets can be used to lower the RF noise from power-
electronics, but they quickly add substantial weight which
decreases the flight time [35]. Proper shielding to generally
lower the noise-floor has not been further explored in this
paper.

To allow optimization of the bandwidth by using custom
messages, protocol timeouts, and filtering of messages a
custom implementation of the MAVLink library is needed.

D. Multiple Pilots
As stated in the Concept of Operation in section I a pilot

is used at both takeoff and landing to mitigate the risk while
in the urban areas. The handover of the RC becomes an
issue, as a single RC receiver can typically only connect
to one transmitter at a time. A way to utilize multiple
receivers bound to multiple transmitters is required. It should
allow monitoring of the current active transmitter and support
periods of no active transmitters. As mentioned in Section II,
receivers which utilize multiple transmitters exists, however
they do not fulfill the requirements set.

E. Assessment
Of the three tested radios, the LoRa radios had the longest

range but also the lowest bandwidth and required implement-
ing a radio protocol for two way communication. The mRo
radios were observed to have drifting centre frequencies and
generally being noisy on the sideband. The DMD radios were
selected to be used due to their high output power, out-of-box
functionality, and as the company implemented firmware for
these authors that can be configured for the specific Danish
frequencies [16], [17].

The MAVLink protocol does not appear to be designed
for low bandwidth optimized communication over radio links
and as such it provides a challenge for LOS radios. Reducing
the periodic communication to only contain the information
required for the GCS will optimize it for BVLOS conditions.
It should ideally be possible to configure the MAVLink
communication so the mission protocol is used with appro-
priate timeout values and custom MAVLink messages can be
implemented. The proposed design to solve these challenges
is described in section IV and tested in section VI-A.

BVLOS operations can contain sections of the flight with a
higher operational risk. This risk can be mitigated by having
pilots covering the high-risk sections with a transmitter that
can take manual control in VLOS conditions. As a receiver
can only bind to a single transmitter this poses a challenge.
The proposed design to allow handover of control between
multiple pilots is described in section V and tested in section
VI-B.
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Mavlink_Bridge
(ROS Node) MavLora

Check for new message

Process new message

Process message

send message

init

return init status

update

return

new message

async: send message

Update
 Loop

Fig. 2: UML diagram of how the MavLora library is used on
the MC. It is shown in relation to the ROS node that directly
uses it to handle the communication.

IV. MAVLORA

MavLora3 is a MAVLink library developed by the au-
thors. It allows for optimization towards low bandwidth
communication operations. It does not require an exchange
of parameters from the FC, like MAVROS [36], when first
connected as it assumes you know what kind of UAV plat-
form you connect to. MavLora allows for an implementation
of the MAVLink mission upload protocol with an appropriate
timeout to solve the challenge described in section III-
C. The implemented mission protocol works between the
GCS and the MC. When the MC has received all mission
items it uploads the mission to the FC through the wired
connection using the default MAVLink mission protocol. A
custom MAVLink message with ID 15 is implemented as
performance indicator to transmit bidirectional information
of the radio link quality. The GCS can thus validate if the
UAV receives the GCS messages as expected and how many
have been lost. This is added as the local noise-floor on the
UAV can block incoming messages from the GCS before the
GCS experiences message loss from the UAV, as described in
section III-C. The MavLora library only supports MAVLink
protocol 1 at this time. The high-level usage of the MavLora
library is shown in Figure 2.

The MC runs Robot Operating System (ROS) [37] and the
control software is designed as ROS-nodes. The MavLora
library is used with the ROS node Mavlink Router on
the GCS and Mavlink Bridge on the MC. On the MC it
is used as a communication distributor. All communications
from the FC, GCS and other ROS-nodes on the MC goes
through Mavlink Bridge. The Mavlink Bridge uses
the MavLora library to read all messages and then decides
which should be transmitted to the GCS. This allows full

3https://gitlab.com/uaswork/mavlora

Fig. 3: The MultiRX V2 PCB with an USB connector for
easy flashing and debugging. A ruler is shown for scale.

data rates between the FC and the MC through the cabled
connection while reducing the messages sent to the GCS over
radio.

V. MULTIRX

The MultiRX4 module is designed as a multiplexer which
allows multiple receivers to be connected to the same FC.
It provides the FC with a valid RC input at all times and
continuously attempts to use any attached receiver that has
a valid connection to a transmitter. The component has been
developed as a custom embedded device to minimize the size
and weight of the PCB and to reduce software overhead. The
PCB seen in Figure 3 is designed at University of Southern
Denmark and supports two receivers, as the HealthDrone
project currently requires two simultaneous pilots. The Micro
Controller Unit (MCU) used is a SAMD21G18 [38] which
is programmed in C++ using the Arduino Core libraries [39]
and Atmel SAM [40] platform through PlatformIO [41].

The logic flow is shown in Figure 4 and consists of an
initialization step and two possible scenarios: (1) there is an
active receiver; (2) no receivers are active. If there is an active
receiver the data-frames received are sent to the FC with a
modification of the channel defined as pilot channel.
An unused channel is selected as the pilot channel as
to not influence the manual control. The channel is used to
inform what receiver, if any, is currently active. This allows
the GCS to report when and which receiver is connected for
handover between multiple pilots.

If no receiver has a valid connection the code cyclically
activates a receiver, listens for valid data over two seconds
and then tries the next receiver. If valid data is received in
the two second window, the current receiver is set as the
active receiver. While no receivers are active the MultiRX
sends hard-coded, neutral stick RC messages to the FC, to
ensure the FC does not respond to loss of RC connection.
This makes the FC continue operation as normal when flying
BVLOS outside transmitter range. It also allows the FC to
respond to a possible failure of the MultiRX, as it would
no longer receive any RC messages. When no receivers are

4https://gitlab.com/uaswork/multirx
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Initial setup

Modify pilot channel

Activate injection of
"neutral stick"  data

Lost 
connection

Connected
Check active

receiver
connection

Data 
received

2 second
without data

Check for
incoming data Set as active

receiver

Power on next
receiver

Disable and
power off all

receivers

Read data from active
receiver

Power off current
receiver

Send data to FC

Disable injection
of data

Power on next
receiver

Fig. 4: The logic flow for the MultiRX component showing
the two different scenarios of having an active receiver
(green) and having no active receivers (blue).

active the pilot channel is set to a specific value, so the
GCS can report that no transmitters are currently connected.

The code is designed to support multiple receivers by
modifying a config file before compilation and flashing to
the board. The flight-mode channel is configured to default
to flight-mode auto - loiter when no receiver has a
valid connection. This ensures that if a receiver disconnects
while in manual flight-mode the drone hovers at the current
position instead of drifting out of control. For the BVLOS
operations where a pre-programmed mission is executed, the
procedure is to start the mission with all transmitters in auto
- loiter mode. As the FC only responds to value-changes
of the flight-mode channel, this ensures that the flight-mode
is not changed between RC handovers.

The capabilities of injecting messages or modifying the
values of individual flight-channels can allow independent
systems such as a IFS to interface with MultiRX and do
simple commands through the flight-mode channel. The code
has only been tested in real-world flight with two receivers.

VI. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

This section covers the experimental tests conducted for
MavLora, MultiRX and a BVLOS flight in the real world
with DMD radios and MavLora.

A. MavLora Experiment

The MavLora component is tested in simulation with the
PX4 Software-In-The-Loop (SITL) Gazebo simulator [42]. A
flight plan identical to a flown real-world 4 km BVLOS route
is simulated. The experiment setup uses mRo radios to send
messages from the simulator to the GCS as shown in Figure
5. The mRo radios are distanced by 50 cm to minimize
message loss while still adding the wireless low-bandwidth
factor to the experiment. The simulation does not use any
RC receiver and with the FC only outputting RC messages

Computer

50 cm

USBUSB

MC FC
(Simulator) GCS

mRo Radio mRo Radio

Fig. 5: The test setup used for the MavLora simulation
experiments with the MC. The UAV side is colored blue
and the GCS is colored orange. In the experiment without
MC the FC is directly connected to the mRo radio. In the
experiment with wired connection, the FC is connected with
a virtual connection to the GCS.

when a receiver is detected the results do not include the RC
messages.

Three tests are conducted, two using mRo radio modules
and one with a wired connection. The results are shown in
Table II. The results are based on all messages the GCS
receives during the flight. They do not include any messages
lost during transmission nor do they include the 17-byte
heartbeat message transmitted at 2 hz by the GCS.

• The first test, mRo gcs mc, with mRo radio modules
uses the full HealthDrone software including the MC
where MavLora is used in the Mavlink Bridge
node to filter messages. On initialization the MC also
configures the FC to limit the output speed of multiple
messages in order to optimize for long range commu-
nication. However, not all messages can be limited or
disabled through this configuration, which is where the
MavLora filtering comes in.

• The second test, mRo gcs fc limit, only uses the
MC for the initial message limiting, but does not use
the filtering MavLora provides.

• The third test, gcs fc wired, uses a wired connection
to show the messages sent when no FC limiting or
MavLora filtering is active. This test used a wired
connection, as the radio modules got oversaturated and
kept losing connection due to the high amount of
messages.

The results in Table II show that configuring the FC
to limit messages saves far the most bandwidth. However,
there are some messages that cannot be disabled or limited
by configuration. The MavLora filtering makes sure those
messages get correctly filtered.

Figure 6 shows the distribution of messages received
during the experiments. The majority of the PX4 default
messages consists of the attitude, sensor and position as seen
in Figure 6a. In a BVLOS logistics operation, the attitude
and sensors are not valuable information to the GCS during
BVLOS conditions. The attitude could help spotting falls
or tumbles, however even with low latency it would be
unlikely to manually react in a timely manner before the UAV
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mRo gcs mc mRo gcs fc limit gcs fc wired
Flight time [s] 519 516 513
Total messages 18,286 23,542 142,556
Avg. msg. per second [msg/s] 35.23 45.65 278.13
Avg. bytes per second [bytes/s] 951 1536 11,440

TABLE II: The results from three experiments. The flight
time is almost identical as the UAV flies the same route,
however the average messages and bytes transmitted are
significantly reduced when using filtering and limiting.

impacts the ground. The UAV already transmits its current
flight orientation in another position message, so transmitting
attitude sensor values is unnecessary in this application. The
position message do not require an update-rate of more than
3 hz, when the distance the UAV moves in one third of a
second is at maximum 3.4 meters.

The chart in Figure 6b shows the distribution from the first
experiment with the MC filtration and limiting. The figure
shows that unnecessary categories has been filtered away and
the messages are more equally distributed.

B. MultiRX

A proof of concept flight has been conducted with the
MultiRX module. It consisted of two pilots with transmitters
and a UAV with two receivers and the MultiRX module.
One pilot starts flying the UAV manually and the following
scenarios are tested. The UAV used for the test is shown in
Figure 7.

A. The non-active pilot turns on transmitter to ensure no
control is gained before the active transmitter is turned
off.

B. Active pilot turns off transmitter, while the other pilots
transmitter is turned on and control is gained

C. Both transmitters turned off while the UAV is in the
air, to see MultiRX automatically puts the UAV in
auto-loiter mode.

D. UAV flying planned mission with one pilot taking
control at one point.

All four test scenarios were conducted successfully and the
MultiRX module performed as expected.

C. Real World BVLOS Flight

This section covers a SORA-approved BVLOS flight in
restricted airspace, with MavLora and DMD radios. The
route flown is the same 4 km route used in the simulation
experiments in Section VI-A. The UAV used is identical
to the UAV shown in Figure 7 but without the MultiRX
component and the two RC receivers. The UAV has flown
a total of 53 BVLOS missions with a combined flight-time
over 7 hours. The furthest LOS distance to the UAV from the
GCS, during the flight, is 1375 m. Due to COVID-19, the
required real-world VLOS flight time was not achieved with
MultiRX for it to be approved for BVLOS. So this BVLOS
system test does not include the MultiRX.

The DMD radios are using FHSS in the 433 MHz band
with default settings of 100 kbps data-rate and 500 mW out-
put. The radio is operated under the Danish Radio Amateur

Distribution of messages

Attitude      
(30,31,83,140)

Position(32,33,24,85,87)

Altitude(141)

Sensors(105)

Servos(36)
Mission & Commands(42,46,47,51,76,77)

HUD(74)
Drone System Status(0,1,15,147,230,253)

Others(2,4,111,241,242,245,254)

(a) Default PX4 setup over wired connection with no filtering. The
majority of messages are in relation to the UAV attitude, position
and sensor values.

Distribution of messages

  Position       
(32,33,24,85,87)

Mission & Commands    
 (42,46,47,51,76,77)       

Drone System Status 
 (0,1,15,147,230,253)

       Others  
(4,111,242,254)

(b) mRo radio link using MavLora on a MC to filter and limit
the messages. The messages are more equally distributed and the
unnecessary messages have been filtered.Distribution of messages

  Position       
(32,33,24,85,87)

Mission & Commands(42,46,47,51,76,77)

 Drone System Status 
  (0,1,15,147,230,253)

Others(4,242,254)

(c) DMD radio link with MavLora filtering doing a real-world 4
km BVLOS flight.

Fig. 6: The distribution of MAVLink messages received in
specific categories during flight with different filtering using
MavLora. 6a and 6b is conducted as simulation while 6c is
from a real-world BVLOS flight. The MAVLink message-ids
included in each category is shown in the category label.
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Fig. 7: The multicopter UAV used for the MultiRX test.
Notice the two RC receivers highlighted with red circles. The
receivers can be close to each-other as they are not turned on
simultaneous. The MultiRX module is placed in the middle
of the drone below the FC

Flight Time [s] 482
Total Messages received by GCS 7912
Total Messages received by MC 908
Avg. msg. per second [msg/s] 18.3
Avg. Byte per second [bytes/s] 431.5
Message lost from MC 887 (10.1 %)
Message lost from GCS 74 (7.5 %)

TABLE III: The number of messages received by the GCS
and MC during a 4 km real-world BVLOS flight using
the MavLora library. Lost messages are not included in the
average calculations. Lost messages are any message that is
either damaged beyond repair or never received.

legislation [43] and requires an amateur radio license. The
DMD radio on the UAV use a Procom FSP 70/434 [44]
antenna, while the GCS use a Procom CXL 70-3/l [45]
antenna elevated 10 m above the ground.

The results are shown in Table III. The average number of
messages and bytes in both directions are reduced by using
MavLora on the MC. The package loss of 10.1 % from the
MC did not impact the mission severely as the majority
of the lost messages was periodic information which gets
transmitted multiple times every few seconds. The package
loss occurred distributed throughout the flight and was not
concentrated around a short period of time. The package loss
did not have a strong correlation with increased distance and
as such we assume it is influenced by other factors such as
antenna orientation and RF noise from onboard electronics
and the surrounding environment. More experiments are
required to determine the primary influencing factors.

Figure 6c shows the message distribution which is similar
to 6b, although uses more mission and command messages. It
shows that all the unnecessary messages are correctly filtered
out.

D. Discussion

The analysis shows that to obtain the low air- and ground-
risk needed for SORA-approved BVLOS flights, reliable
communication and ways to mitigate the air- and ground-
risk in urban areas are required. Different radio modules
are tested, radio communication is optimized and a way for
multiple pilots to handover manual control is implemented
to allow VLOS conditions in urban areas.

The controlled environment tests of the radio modules
show that the DMD modules had shorter range than the mRo
despite having five times the output power. The BVLOS
flight with the DMD modules showed an increased range
over the controlled environment experiment, as they could
operate at a LOS distance of 1375 m without major package
loss. An earlier conducted real-world test of the DMD
modules for verification of SORA requirements showed they
had no major package loss while at a distance of 3.74 km
with an antenna at 8 m and a UAV at 38 m above ground. Due
to COVID-19 it has not been possible to redo the controlled
experiment to validate the range with regards for the real-
world test.

The range of the radio communication is the limiting factor
for the range of BVLOS operation. Increasing the power of
the radios or decreasing the RF noise on the UAV could
possibly extend the range further.

The MAVLink protocol is designed to support all kinds
of drone configurations and transmits a large amount of
information. It is not optimized for the limited bandwidth
available during BVLOS flights with LOS radio links.

The developed custom MAVLink library enables the MC
to manage the communication flow between the GCS and
the FC. This also means, however, that the MC becomes a
single point of failure with regards to the C2 link. This can
be mitigated by having a fully redundant IFS. Implementing
custom MAVLink messages to further reduce the amount of
periodically transmitted data is a work in progress. Theoret-
ically this would reduce the periodic data transmitted to less
than 100 bytes/s.

The MultiRX module has been demonstrated to allow
multiple receivers to be connected to the same FC and
automatically handover control between the receivers as the
UAV moves along the flight-path. This is experimentally
shown in tests with two receivers, however the code should
theoretically support any number of receivers. As the Mul-
tiRX module is in-between any receiver and the FC, a critical
failure on the MultiRX module will disable the RC link
and thus prohibit manual control of the UAV. However
concerning the overall risk of loss of control of the UAV,
the C2 link provides a redundant means of communication
and the MultiRX module is thus not considered a single point
of failure.

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

This paper has analysed the communication requirements
for SORA-compliant BVLOS operation and the challenges
experienced in the HealthDrone project: long-range radio
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modules, optimizing MAVLink communication and support-
ing manual control for multiple pilots during the same
flight. Components to solve the challenges are proposed,
implemented and tested.

Three LOS telemetry radios have been tested experimen-
tally in a controlled environment to evaluate which radio to
use. The chosen radio was shown to work with 10.1 % and
7.5 % message loss from the MC and GCS over an 4 km
BVLOS flight with up to 1375 m LOS from drone to GCS.

A MAVLink library, MavLora, has been implemented
to allow optimization of the default periodic MAVLink
messages for long-range conditions. It is used with an MC to
limit and filter the messages sent to the GCS. The transmitted
data were decreased from 11440 bytes/s to 951 bytes/s.

The MultiRX component for handover between multiple
pilots has been developed and demonstrated to be working in
a real-world proof-of-concept flight. It successfully switches
between active receivers as the connection to one pilot is
lost and to the next pilot obtained. This enables multiple
pilot handovers during an extended BVLOS flight which
allows VLOS conditions for high-risk sections of an BVLOS
operation.

MavLora enables a lower bandwidth for C2 communi-
cation which facilitates an increase of the possible flight
range. The MultiRX provides a reliable functionality for
BVLOS operations where multiple pilots placed a different
geographical locations need to be able to assume manual
control of the UAV while in VLOS. The MavLora and
the MultiRX are integrated in current and future BVLOS
operations conducted within the HealthDrone project.

Future work is to further test radio modules in controlled
and real-world environments to investigates a correlation
between performance in controlled and real-world environ-
ments on specific drones with possible local noise. The
coming 5G technology also appears promising for drone
communication and should be looked into. Furthermore the
implemented MAVLink message limiter should be improved
by utilizing custom MAVLink messages that contain only
required information. In addition the MavLora library should
support Mavlink Protocol 2 and MultiRX should be validated
on real-world BVLOS flights.
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